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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the rule for the lengths of positive and negative semicycles ofnontrivial 
solutions of the following fourth-order rational difference quation, 
xbxn_2  b -}- Xn_ 3 + a 
x,~+l = ~ + ~,~-2~_3 + '~' n=0,1 ,2  .. . .  , 
where a,b E [0, oo) and the initial values x-3,z-2,  x-l,~c0 E (0, co), to successively occur is found 
to be . . . ,4  +,3 - ,  1 +, 2 - ,2  +, 1-, 1 +, 1 - ,4  +,3 - ,  1 +, 2 - ,2  +, 1-, 1 +, 1 - ,4  +,3 - ,  1 +,2 - ,  2 +, 
1-, 1 +, 1-, .. . ,  by which the positive quilibrium point of the equation is verified to be globally 
asymptotically stable. (~ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Rat iona l  difference quation, Semicycle, Cycle length, Global asymptotic stability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is extremely difficult to understand thoroughly the global behaviors of solutions of rational 
difference quations although they have simple forms (or expressions). One can refer to [1-14], 
especially [1,2] for examples to i l lustrate this. 
The study of rational difference quations of order greater than one is quite challenging and 
rewarding because some prototypes for the development of the basic theory of the global behav- 
ior of nonlinear difference quations of order greater than one come from the results for rational 
difference quations. For this, see, for example, the papers in the journal of "Advances in Differ- 
ence Equations" and the references cited therein. Furthermore, there have not been any effective 
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general methods to deal with the global behavior of rational difference quations of order greater 
than one so far. Therefore, the study of rational difference quations of order greater than one is 
worth further consideration. 
Recently, Kalabu~id and Kulenovid [3] considered the rate of convergence of solutions of the 
following second-order rational difference quation, 
a + flx~ + 7x~-1 
xn+l = A + Bxn + Cxn_ l '  n = 0, 1 . . . . .  (El) 
with nonnegative parameters a,/3, 7, A, B, C, and nonnegative initial conditions x - l ,  x0. 
Kulenovi6 et al. [4] investigated the global behavior of solutions of the following second-order 
rational difference quation, 
a + flz~ 
X~+l = A + Bxn + Cx~- l  ' n = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  (E~) 
where the parameters a, fl, A, B, C and the initial conditions x - l ,  x0 are nonnegative. 
Nesemann [5] utilized the strong negative feedback property of [6] to study the global asymptotic 
stability of the following third-order rational difference quation, 
Xn_  1 -~- XnXn_  2 
xn+l = n = 0,1, . . . ,  (E3) 
XnXrt_  1 -~- Xn_  2 ' 
where the initial values X-z, x - l ,  x0 E (0, c¢). 
In this paper, we consider the following fourth-order rational difference quation, 
n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1) x~+l x b ~ b ' 
Xn_  2:g n_  3 -'~ a 
where a,b E [Gee) and the initial values x-3, x-2, x - i ,  x0 E (0, oo). 
Mainly, by using a method of '%he rule for the length of semicycle to occur", for which, 
refers readers to [10-12], we derive the global asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium of 
equation (1), whereas it is extremely difficult to use those methods in the known literature, such 
as [1-9,13-16], to obtain the global asymptotic stability of equation (1). 
Equation (1) is interesting in its own right. To the best of our knowledge, however, equation (1) 
has not been investigated so far. Therefore, to study its qualitative properties is theoretically 
meaningful. 
It is easy to see that the positive equilibrium ~ of equation (1) satisfies 
~b + ~b -4- a 
ycb q- ~.b -4- a ' 
from which one can see that equation (1) has a unique positive equilibrium Y: = 1. 
When b = 0, equation (1) is trivial. Hence, we assume in the sequel that b > 0. 
In the following, we state some main definitions used in this paper. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A positive semicycle of a solution {x~}~=_ a of equation (1) consists of a "string" 
of terms {x l ,x l+1, . . . , xm},  alI greater than or equal to the equilibrium ~, with l >_ -3  and 
m <_ 0% such that 
either l = -3  or l > -3  and xl-1 < 
and 
either m = oo or m < oo and Xm+l < ~. 
OE A negative sem/cyc/e of a solution { ~}~=-s of equation (1) consists of a "string" of terms 
{xl ,xz+l , . . .  ,x,~}, a11 less than ~, with l > -3  and m <_ oo, such that 
either l = -3  or l > -3  and xl-1 >_ Y~ 
and 
either m = oo or m < oo and xm+l >_ ~. 
The length of a semicycle is the number of the total terms contained in it. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A solution {Xn}n°~=_ 3 Of equation (1) is said to be eventually trivial if x,~ is 
eventually equal to ~ = 1; Otherwise, the solution is saJd to be nontrivial. 
For the other concepts in this paper, see [1,2]. 
2. TWO LEMMAS 
Before to draw a qualitatively clear picture for the positive solutions of equation (1), we first 
establish two basic lemmas which will play a key role in the proof of our main results. 
LEMMA 2.1. A positive solution {xn}n°~=_a of equation (1) is eventually equal to 1 if and only if 
(x -2  - i )  (x - i  - I )  (xo - i )  (xo - x -a )  = 0. (2) 
PROOF. Assume that (2) holds. Then, according to equation (1), it is easy to see that the 
following conclusions hold. 
(i) If x -2  = 1, then x,~ = 1 for n > 4. 
(ii) If x_ l  = 1, then xn = 1 for n >_ 5. 
(iii) I f  x0 = 1, then xn -- 1 for n > 6. 
(vi) If xo = x-3,  then xn = 1 for n > 7. 
Conversely, assume that 
(x -2  - I )  (x - i  - 1) (xo - i )  (Xo - x -a )  # 0. (3) 
Then, one can show that 
xn ~ 1, for any n >_ 1. 
Assume the contrary that for some N >_ 1, 
zg=l  and that xn¢ l ,  for -2<n<N-1 .  (4) 
Clearly, 
x~v-lXN-a + z~v-4 + a 
1 = xN = x~_l + XN_aX~g_ 4 + a' 
which implies XN-1 = xn-4  and by (3), N >_ 2. Thus, from 
flg~,/_2ZN-4 "~- X~__ 5 "4- a 
xN-4 = xN-1 = x~v_2 + xN-4X~v_5 + a' 
we can derive (:ZN_ 4 -- 1)(xb_5(XN_4 --~ 1) + a) = 0, which contradicts (4). 
REMARK 2.1. If the initial conditions do not satisfy equality (2), then for any solution {x,~} of 
equation (1), x~ ¢ 1 for n _> -2  and x,~ ~ xn-3 for n :> 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {xn},~°°___ a be a nontrivial positive solution of equation (1). Then, the following 
conclusions are true, 
(a) (xn+l l ) (xn -2  l ) (x  b b - - - xn_a) > O, for n >_ O; 
(b) (xn+i - xn -2) (x , -2  - 1) < O, for n > O; 
(C) (Xn+l  - -  1 ) (Xn- -2  - -  1 ) (Xn- -3  - -  1) < O, for n > 1. 
PRooF.  It follows in light of equation (1) that 
b 
- - 1 )  
xn+l - 1 = , n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
x~ + x~_2zb._3 + a 
and 
(1  - xn-2) (x~_ a ( I  + x,~-2) -F a) 
Xn+l  - -  Xn--2 = b b , n = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
X n "~- Xn- -2Xn_3  JF a 
from which Inequalities (a) and (b) follow. Inequality (b) implies 
(x,~ - xn-3) (xn-3 - 1) < 0, for n >_ 1, 
which, together with Inequality (a) and by noticing (x~ - xb_3)(x,~ -- x , -3 )  > 0 when b > 0, 
indicates Inequality (c). The proof is complete. 
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3. MAIN  RESULTS AND THEIR  PROOFS 
First, we analyze the structure of the semicycles of nontrivial solutions of equation (1). Here, 
we confine us to consider the situation of the strictly oscillatory solution of equation (1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {x,~}~=_ 3 be a strictly oscillatory solution of equatioa (1). Then, the rule 
for the lengths of positive and negative semicycles of this solution to successively occur is . . . ,  
4 +,3 - ,1  +,2 - ,2  +,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,  4+~ 3- ,1  +,2 - ,2  +,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,4  +,3 - ,1  +,2 - ,2  +,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,  
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2 (c), one can see that the length of a negative semicycle is not larger 
than 3, whereas the length of a positive semicycle is at most 4. Based on the strictly oscillatory 
character of the solution, we see, for some integer p >_ 0 , one of the following four cases must 
occur, 
Case 1 : xp-3 > 1, Xp_ 2 < 1, xp-1 < 1, and Xp < 1; 
Case 2 : xp_ 3 > 1, Xp-2 < 1, xp-1 < 1, and xp > 1; 
Case 3 : xv_3 > 1, Xp-2 < 1, Xp-1 > 1, and xp > 1; 
Case 4 : Xp-3 > 1, Xp-2 < 1, xv_l  > 1, and xp < 1. 
If Case 1 occurs, it follows from Lemma 2.2(c) that xp+l > 1, xp+2 < 1, 2p+ 3 < 1, Xp+ 4 > 1, 
Xp+5 > 1, Xp+6 < 1, Xp+7 > 1, Xp+s < 1, Xp4- 9 > 1, Xp+m > 1, Xp+n > 1, Xp-}.12 > 1, Xp-[-13 < 1, 
Xp+14 < 1, Xp+15 < 1, 3Cp+16 > 1, Xp+17 < 1, Xp+18 < 1, Xp+19 > 1, Xp+20 > 1, Xp+21 < 1, 
Xp+22 > 1, Xp+23 < 1, Xp+24 > 1, Xp+25 > 1, Xp+26 > 1, :gp+27 > 1, Xp+2S < 1, Xp+29 < 1, 
Xp+30 <( 1, Xp+31 :> 1, Xp+32 < 1, :gp+33 < 1, Xp+34 > 1, Xp+35 > 1, xp+s6 < 1, Xp+37 > 1, 
Xp+38 < 1, Xp+39 > 1, Xp+40 > 1, Xp+41 > 1, Xp+42 > 1, Xp+43 < 1, 3~p+44 < 1, Xp+45 < 1, 
Xp+46 > 1, •p+47 < 1, Xp+48 < 1, Xp+49 > 1, 2~p+50 > 1, Xp+5~ < 1, xp+52 > 1, xp+53 < 1, 
Xp+54 > 1, Xp+55 > 1, Xp+56 > 1 , Xp+57 > 1, Xp+SS < 1, Xp+59 < 1, Xp+60 < 1, Xp+61 > 1, 
XpT62 < 1, Xp+63 < 1, XpT64 > 1, Xp+65 > 1, Xp+66 < 1, :gp+67 > 1, XpW68 < 1, . . . .  
It means that the rule for the lengths of positive and negative semicycles of the solution of 
equation (1) to successively occur is . . . .  4 +, 3- ,  1 +, 2-,  2 +, 1-,  1 +, 1-,  4 +, 3- ,  1 +, 2- ,  2 +, 1-,  
1 +,1 - ,4  +,3 - ,  1 +,2 - ,2  +,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,  . . . .  
If Case 2 occurs, then Lemma 2.2(c) implies that xp+1 > 1, Xp+2 < 1, Xp+3 > 1, xp+4 < 1, 
xp+5 > 1, xp+6 > 1, xp+7 > 1, xp+s > 1, Xp+ 9 < 1, Xp-{-10 <: 1, Xp+ll < 1, Xp+12 > 1, Xp+13 < 1, 
Xp+14 < 1, Xp+I5 > 1, Xp+16 > 1, Xp+17 < 1, Xp-}-18 > 1, Xp+19 < 1, Xp+20 > 1, Xp+21 > 1, 
Xp+22 > 1, Xp+23 > 1, Xp+24 < 1, Xp+25 < 1, 9~p+26 < 1, Xp+27 > 1, XpT2S < 1, Xp+29 < 1, 
Xp-{_30 > 1, Xp+31 > 1, Xp+32 < 1, Xp+33 > 1, Xp+34 < l, Xp+35 > 1, Xp+36 > 1, Xp+37 > 1, 
Xp+3S > 1, Xp+39 < 1, Xp+40 < 1, Xp+41 < 1, Xp+42 > 1, Xp+43 < 1, Xp+44 < 1, Xp+45 > 1, 
Xp+46 > 1, Xp+4r < 1, xp+4s > 1, Xp+49 < 1, . . . .  This shows the rule for the numbers of terms 
of positive and negative semicycles of the solution of equation (1) to successively occur still i s . . .  
4 +, 3-, 1 + , 2-, 2 +, I-, 1 +, I-, 4 +, 3-, 1 +, 2-, 2 +, 1-, 1 +, I-, 4 +, 3-, 1 +, 2-, 2 +, I-, 1 +, I-, 
When Case 3 or Case 4 happens, a similar deduction leads to that Xp+l > I, xp+2 > I, 
xp+3 < 1, Xp-{- 4 < 1, Xp+5 < 1, Xp+ 6 > 1, Xp-}- 7 < 1, Xp+S < 1,Xp+9 > 1, Xp+lO > 1, X~+ll < 1, 
;gp+12 > I, Xp+13 < I, Xp+14 > 1, Xp+15 :> i, Xp+I6 > I, Xp+17 > i, 2p+18 <~ I, :~p+19 < 1, 
Xp+20 < 1, XpT21 > 1, Xp+22 < 1, Xp+23 < 1, Xp+24 > 1, xv+25 > 1, XpT26 < 1 , Xp+27 > 1, 
XpT2S < 1, Xp4-29 > I, Xp+30 > i, Xp+31 > I, Xp+32 > I, Xp+33 < I, Xp+34 < i, Xp+35 < 1, 
Xp+36 > 1, Xp+37 < 1, Xp+38 '~ 1, Xp+39 > 1, Xp+40 > 1, Xp+41 <~ 1, Xp-}-42 > 1, Xp+43 < 1, . . . ,  
or Xp.{- 1 > 1, Xp+2 > 1, Xp+3 > 1, Xp+4 > 1, Xp+ 5 < 1, Xp+ 6 < 1, Xp+ 7 < 1, ::gpTS > 1, Xp+9 < 1, 
Xp+lO < 1, Xp+ll > 1, Xp+12 > 1, Xp+13 < 1, Xp+]4 > 1, Xp+15 < 1, Xp-}-16 > 1, Xp+17 > 1, 
Xp+18 > 1, Xp+19 > 1, Xp+20 < 1, Xp+21 < 1, Xp+22 < 1, Xp+23 > 1, Xp+24 < 1, Xp+25 < 1, 
Xp+26 > 1,  Xp-}-27 > 1, Xp-}-28 < 1, Xp+29 > 1, Xp+30 < 1, Xp+31 > 1, Xp+32 > 1, Xp+33 > 1, 
Xp.{_34 > 1, Xp+35 <[ 1, 3Cp+36 < 1, Xp+37 < 1, Xp+38 > 1, Xp+39 <~ 1, Xp+40 <~ 1, Xp+41 > 1, 
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Xp+42 > 1, Xp+43 < 1,Xp+44 > 1, Xp+45 < 1, . . . .  Thus, the  same regulation i s  va l id  for  the  
lengths of positive and negative semicycles which occur successively. The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to state the second main result in this note. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that a, b E [0, oo). Then, the positive equilibrium of equation (1) is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. When b = 0, equation (1) is trivial. So, we only consider the case b > 0, and prove that 
the positive quilibrium point 2 of equation (1) is both locally asymptotically stable and globally 
attractive. The linearized equation of equation (1) about the positive equilibrium • -- 1 is 
Yn+l  =O'yn+O'yn- lq -O 'yn -2q-O 'yn-3 ,  n = 0 ,1~ . . . .  
By virtue of [2, Remark 1.3.7], 2 is locally asymptotically stable. It remains to verify that every 
X oo positive solution { n}n=-3 of equation (1) converges to 1 as n --+ oo. Namely, we want to prove 
lim x~ = ~ = 1. (5) 
~--+OO 
If the initial values of the solution satisfy (2), then Lemma 1 says the solution is eventually 
equal to 1 and of course, (5) holds. Therefore, we assume in the following that the initial values 
of the solution do not satisfy (2). Then, by Remark 2.1 we know, for any solution {Xn} of 
equation (1), x~ ~ 1, for n >_ -2  and x= ~ xn-3, for n >_ 0. 
If the solution is nonoscillatory about the positive equilibrium point 2 of equation (1), then we 
know from Lemma 2.2 (c) that the solution is actually an eventually negative one. According to 
Lemma 2.2 (b), we see that {x3,~}, {x3=-1} and {X3n-2} are eventually increasing and bounded 
from the above by the constant 1. So, the limits 
lim x3,~ = L,  lim X3n+l = M, and lira X3n.t- 2 ~-- N 
~r~ --,-¢. O0 Tt-'--4 O0 n'--'~O0 
exist and are finite. Note 
X3n+l  ~ sgb n X b ' 
-4- 3n_2X3n_3  "~- a 
;T3n+2 ----- 
z~,~+lz3,~-i + x~,~_2 + a 
b b ' 
~3n+1 -~- X3n-  l X3n-2  "~- a 
and 
X3n'k3 = b ~- ff;3nXbn 1 ~- a ' X3n+2 
take the limits on both sides of the above equalities and obtain 
L b x M+Lb+a M b x N+Mb+a 
M = N = and L = 
Lb + M x L b + a' Mb + N x Mb + a ' 
N b × L+Nb+a 
Nb + L × Nb + a" 
Solve these equations. We get L --- M = N = 1, which shows (5) is true. 
Thus, it suffices to prove that (5) holds for the solution to be strictly oscillatory. 
Consider now {xn} to be strictly oscillatory about the positive equilibrium point 2 of equa- 
tion (1). By virtue of Theorem 3.1, one understands that the rule for the lengths of positive and 
negative semicycles which occur successively is . . . ,  4 +, 3-, 1 +, 2-,  2 +, 1-, 1 +, 1-, 4 +, 3-, 1 +, 
2 - ,2  + ,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,4  +,3 - ,1  +,2 - ,2  +,1 - ,1  +,1 - ,  . . . .  
For simplicity, we denote by {xp, xp+l, xp+2, xp+3} +the terms of a positive semicycle of length 
four, followed by {Xp+4,xp+5,Xp+6}- a negative semicycle with length three, then a positive 
semicycle {xp+7} + and a negative semicycle {Xp+s,Xp+9}-, and so on. Namely, the rule for 
the lengths of positive and negative semicycles to occur successively can be periodically ex- 
pressed as follows, {xp+15,~, Xp+lbn+1, Xp+15,~+2, xv+lan+3} +, {Xp+ls,~+a, Xp+15,~+5, Xp+15n+6}-, 
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{Xp+15n+7} -I-, {Xp+15n+8, Xp+15n-b9}--, {Xp+15n+lO, Xp+15n-kl l} -}', {:Tp-1-15n-1-12}--, {Zp-t-15n-~13} +, 
{Xp+15~+14}, n = 0, 1, . . . .  
Then, the following results can be easily observed, 
(i) Xp+lSn.-b3 ~ 2gp-.~15n; Xp+15n-.]-16 "~ Xp+15n-1-13 ~ Xp-klSn+10 ~ Xp-t-15n+7; Xp+15n-kl8 "~ 
•P-I- 15n-{- 15; 
(ii) Xp+15n+ 5 <~ XpT15n+8; Xp+15n+ 6 '~ XpT15n+ 9 <~ Xp+15n+12 ; 
(iii) Xp+15n+7Xp..b15n+4 < 1; Xp+15n+6Xp4_lSn+ 3 • 1; Xp+15n+15Xp+15n+12 < 1 ; 
( iv) Xp..b15rt.l_4Xp-blSn_{_ 1 > 1; Xp..klSn.l-5Xp.4-15n.4. 2 ~> 1; Xp+15n4_llXp4_15n_t_ 8 < 1 ; 
(V) Xp..l_15n.~14Xp..l_lSn_l_ll > 1; Xp+15n+lTXp+15n..{-14 < 1. 
Actually, the Inequalities (i) and (ii) are followed straightforward from Lemma 2.2(b). From 
the following observations, 
b b 
Xp+15n..t_69gp~-15n-t-4 "4- Xp...b15n.t_ 3 "Jr- a 
XP +15n-b7 ~ b b 
Xp+15n..{_ 6 "~ Xp.-l-15n-l-4Xp.l_15n_k 3 -l- a 
b b +a 1 <: XP+ 15n+6xp+15n+4 ~ Xp+15n+3 
b 2 b ~ 
Xp+15nT6Xp+15n+4 ~ Xp+15n+4Xp-b15n+7 AmaXp+15n+4 Xp+15n+4 
Xb+lsn..bSXp_blSn.{_3 b 2f_ a "~- Xp+15n..}_ 2 
XP+ 15n+6 ~ b 5 
Xp..{_lSn+ 5 -~- Xp+ lSn+3Xp_~15n+2 ~ a 
xb..~15n,l_s Xp..~-15n+3 -~ 3?, b pW15n-t-2 "~ a 1 
~" Xb+ lsn+sXp+15n+3 _U X 2 X b = ' p÷15n+3 p+15n-}-2 "~ aXp+lSn-k3 Xp+15n-k3 
and 
b X b Xp+15n+14Xp+15n+12 -~- p+15n-~11 -~- a 
~p+15n+15 ~ ~b --  X X b 
"~p+15n+14 ~- p+15n+12 p-l-15n-~-ll ~ a 
b x X b XpT15n+l 4 p-{-15n-{-12 "~ p+15n+l l  "~- a l 
b 2 b ~ ' 
Xp4_15n.t_14Xp4-15n-t-12 -~- Xp+lSn+122gp÷15n+ll ~ ag:p+lSn-{-12 :/:p+15n-l-12 
we see that (iii) is true. 
Declarations (iv) and (v) can be deduced easily from 
Xp_l_15n.t- 4 
> 
Xp_l_15n + 5 
> 
Xp+15n+l l  
< 
Xbp+15n.{_3Xp+15n+l b -~ Xp+15 n + a 
b b 
Xp.t_15n..t_3 -~ Xp.t_15n+lXp.t_15 n -~- a 
Xbp+lSn+3Xp+lSn+l  xb+15n + a 1 
b 2 b ~ ' 
Xp+15n+3Xp...I..15n+ 1 ~ Xp..t_15nTlXp+15 n ~- aXp+15n..t.-1 XpT15n-t-1 
b X b Xp..{-15n+4Xp+15n-~2  p-kl5n+l -'~ a 
b xb 
Xp+15n..}- 4 • ~p--{-15n-~2 p+15n+l  -{- a 
b b 
Xp..~_ lSnT4Xp+15n+ 2 ~ Xp+ lSn_{_ 1 -~- a 1 
b X 2 b Xp.l-15n-t- 4 p..t-15n+2 "~ Xp+15n..t-2Xp-t-15n-t-1 Ac" aXp-}-15n+2 XP-I-15n+2 
xbT15nTloXp+15n_]_8 b Xp+15n+ 7 -~ a 
xb÷15n.l_ 10 X b -~- a ~- 2~p't-15n+8p+15n-l-7 
b X ~-X b Xp-kl5n+l 0 p+15n+S p-4-15n-~7 "~ a 1 
b X 2 b Xp..}-15n+lO p-bl5n+8 ~- Xp-t-15n+sXp-i.-15n+7 -~ aXp...~15n.+8 Xp..t.-15nW8 
and 
x~+l~,~+13xp+ls,~+n + x~+lsn+lo + a 
XP "{-15r~-[-14 ~ b X b + a 
~pT15n-{-13 "~- :~pW15n+ll p+15n+lO 
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b 
X~+15n+13Xp+15n+ll Jr Xp+lSn+l l  ~c a I 
> b g~ 2 b -- ' 
Xp+15n+13 p+lSn+l l  "~ Xp+lSn+l lXp+lSn+lO -t- aXp+15n+l l  Xp+15n+ll  
xb+isn+16Xp+iSn+14 d- xb+isn+i3 J r  a 
b a Xp+15n+17 ~ xb+lSn+16 -~- Xp+15n+14Xp+15n+13 Jr 
X5 _ " X b -F a p-615n+16~p+lSn"}-14 " - p+15n+13 




Now, it follows from (i)-(iii) that 
Xp+15n+3 
- -  <~ Xp+15n+6 < Xp+15n+9 < Xp+15n+12 
1 1 
< < , n = 0, I,2,..., 
Xp+15n+15 2p+15n+18 
X o~ which in turn means that { p+iSn+a}~=0 is decreasing with lower bound 1. So, the limit 
(6) 
l im XpT15n+3 ~-- L 
n--~OO 
exists and is finite. Accordingly, by view of (6), we obtain 




lim Xp+lSn+6 ~-- l im Xp+lSn+9 = lira Xp+lSn+n = ~.  
~--¢oo n---~oo ~---~ oo 
Next, combining (ii), (iv), and (v), we have 
< Xp+15n+5 
I I (7) 
<: Xp+15n+ 8 < < Xp+15n+14 < , n = O, 1, 2, . . . .  
Xp+15n+l l  2p+lSnT1T 
Xp+15n+2 
x oo It is easy to know from (7) that { v+lsn+2}n=0 is decreasing with lower bound 1. Hence, the 
limit lim~-~oo xp+lsn+2 = M exists and is finite. It is clear from (7) that 
l im Xp+lSn+l l  = M 
and 
1 
l im XpT15n+ 5 ---- l im XpT15n+ 8 --~ l im Xp+15n+14 ~-- - - .  
n ---~ oQ n--~ oo ~,---~ oo M 
Finally, from the second inequality of (i) and the first inequalities of (iii) and (iv), one may get 
1 
Xp+15n+16 < Xp+15n+13 < Zp+15n+10 < ::gp+15n+7 "~ - -  < Xp+15n+l ,  n = 0, 1 ,2 ,  . . . .  (8) 
Xp+15n+4 
It shows {Xp+lS,~+l}n°°= o decreasing with lower bound 1, and hence, there is an N such that the 
following limits hold, 
l im Xp+15n..{- 1 ---- lira Xp+15n+7 ~ l im Xp+15n+lO --- l im Xp+lSn+13 ~ N 
n --~oo n--~oo n--> oo n--+oo 
and 
1 
l im Xp+15n+ 4 ~ - -  ~-~o N" 
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It suffices to verify that  L = M = N -- 1. To this end, noting 
x b b 
pT15nT5XpT15n+3 -~- I/?pT15n_}. 2 -~ a 
XP +15n+6 -~ b b 
Xp+15n+ 5 -~- Xp+15n+ 3Xp+15n+ 2 n u a 
xb b 
p+15n+7Xp+15n+5 2c 3~p+lSn+ 4 ~- a 
Xp+15n+8 ~ b b 
Xp+ lSn+ 7 -+- Xp+15n+5X p+15n+ 4 JC a 
and 
Xp+15n+lO 






Solving these equations we can derive 
b b 
Xp+15n+9Xp+15n+ 7 ~- Xp+15n+ 6 ~- a 
b b 
Xp+lSn+ 9 -~ Xp+15n+7Xp+15n+ 6 -~ a 
above equalities, we obtain 
( l /M)  b × L +M b +a 
( l /M)  b + L x M b + a '  
N b × 1/M + (1/N) b + a 
N b + I /M  × ( l /N)  b + a' 
( l / L )  b × N + ( l / L )  b + a 
( l / L )  b + N × ( l / L )  b + a '  
L = M = N = 1. Up to now, we have shown 
lim xp+15n+k ---- 1, k = 1, 2 . . . ,  15. 
n- -4oo  
So, the proof for Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
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